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Reviewer report summary:

Review #2
The summary is now comprehensive and well written, conforming to the COVID-19 study protocol structured summary template.

Review #1
Thank you for submitting a summary to Trials to publish alongside your trial protocol. This is a well written comprehensive structured abstract for a protocol for a randomized controlled trial to determine if Enoxaparin for primary thromboprophylaxis improves survival and reduces hospitalizations in ambulatory patients with coronavirus disease-2019.

There have been some minor copy-editing changes including the TITLE to ensure it is in the standard format.

Comments.

INTERVENTION AND COMPARATOR: Perhaps in response to the query from my colleague regarding "Patients randomized to the comparator group will receive no treatment.", the follow up sentence, assuming correct, could be that all patients will receive standard care for COVID-19 if their condition should worsen and they are hospitalized. I believe this may be in section 7.4 of the protocol although condition worsening due to COVID-19 is not specifically referred to.

I have no further comments.

Thank you!
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